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ELECTRIC PRESSURE WASHERS
The common household garage is generally not set up to handle storage for every piece of equipment to hit the garage floor. Spyder has been engineered to be compact and space efficient, offering you a powerful solution for your pressure washing needs. Powerplay leads the industry in performance and style. Spyder offers the market’s highest performing electric pressure washer for its size, delivering big power in a chassis only 16.5” tall.
**SPECIFICATIONS**

Universal 120V Engine
Copper Stator & Adjustable Windings
Maximum Pressure: 1800PSI
Maximum Water Flow: 1.4GPM
Maximum Cleaning Units: 2520 CU
Pro Style Gun with M22 Fittings
15’ Flexwash hose with M22 Fittings
35’ Power-Cord (with GFCI plug on SPY1800P model only)
Total Stop System
Vari-Wand for adjustable fan spray
On Board Detergent Tank
CSA Approved

**DIMENSIONS**

- Unit Weight 19 Pounds
- Unit Length 13.5 Inches
- Unit Width 14 Inches
- Unit Height 16.5 Inches
- Package Weight 23.75 Pounds
- Package Length 12.25 Inches
- Package Width 12.25 Inches
- Package Height 20 Inches

GFCI plug on SPY1800P model only
SPECIFICATIONS

Universal 120V Engine  
Copper Stator & Adjustable Windings  
Maximum Pressure: 2030 PSI  
Maximum Water Flow: 1.4 GPM  
Maximum Cleaning Units: 2842 CU  
Pro Style Gun with M22 Fittings  
15’ Flexwash Hose with M22 Fittings  
35’ Power-Cord  
(with GFCI plug on SPY2030 model only)  
Total Stop System  
4 Pro Style Spray Tips Included: 0º, 15º, 25º, Soap  
On Board Detergent Tank  
CSA Approved

DIMENSIONS

• Unit Weight 19 Pounds  
• Unit Length 13.5 Inches  
• Unit Width 14 Inches  
• Unit Height 16.5 Inches  
• Package Weight 23.75 Pounds  
• Package Length 12.25 Inches  
• Package Width 12.25 Inches  
• Package Height 20 Inches
PRESSUREJET™

ELECTRIC PRESSURE WASHERS

POWERPLAY

PRESSUREJET

1600 PSI . 1.4 GPM
PressureJet Electric Power Washers are built using best-in-class components that can withstand rugged use from any dirty job you throw its way. Engineered for longevity and reliability thanks to our Total Stop System and wide track wheels for great maneuverability. PressureJet can handle any cleaning job from siding and windows to power washing vehicles. Our machines are built to outperform and outlast the competition.
PJR1600P
1600 PSI 1.4 GPM

SPECIFICATIONS

120V Universal Electric Motor
Annovi- Reverberi Aluminum Axial Pump
Maximum Performance: 1600 PSI @ 1.4 GPM
Maximum Cleaning Units: 2240 CU
Pro Style Gun with Quick Connect Fitting
20’ Hose & 35’ Power-Cord
Total Stop System
Adjustable Spray Lance
CSA Approved

DIMENSIONS

- Unit Weight: 12.5 Pounds
- Unit Length: 14 Inches
- Unit Width: 13.5 Inches
- Unit Height: 18.5 Inches
- Package Weight: 18.45 Pounds
- Package Length: 11 Inches
- Package Width: 12 Inches
- Package Height: 19 Inches
SPECIFICATIONS

Universal 120V Engine
Copper Stator & Windings
Maximum Performance: 2050 PSI @ 1.4 GPM
Maximum Cleaning Units: 2870 CU
Pro Style Gun with M22 Fittings
30' Active Hose Reel & 35' Power-cord
Total Stop System
3 Pro Style Spray Tips Included: Soap, 0°, 25°
Rotary Nozzle
CSA Approved

DIMENSIONS

• Unit Weight 27.9 Pounds
• Unit Length 14 Inches
• Unit Width 15 Inches
• Unit Height 35.5 Inches
• Package Weight 39.85 Pounds
• Package Length 15.25 Inches
• Package Width 16.25 Inches
• Package Height 38 Inches
GAS PRESSURE WASHERS
Hotrod stands for quality with attention to detail in style. Premium hand-built chassis, tall handle bar and big wheels will allow you to operate with less effort for longer periods of time. Powered by Honda’s vertically opposed engines delivering the power required to clean any residential or commercial application. Hotrod redefines the category and sets a new benchmark in quality Power Washers.
**SPECIFICATIONS**

HONDA GCV160 Vertical Engine

Annovi-Revberi SRMW22G26D-EZ-SX Axial Pump

Maximum Performance: 2700PSI @ 2.3GPM

Maximum Cleaning Units: 6210 CU

25’ x 1/4” Hose with M22 Fittings

Pro Style Gun with Quick Connect Fittings

4 Quick Connect Spray Tips: 0°, 15°, 40°, Soap

4.0L On Board Detergent Tank

**DIMENSIONS**

- Unit Weight: 65 Pounds
- Unit Length: 35 Inches
- Unit Width: 20.5 Inches
- Unit Height: 39 Inches
- Package Weight: 80 Pounds
- Package Length: 25 Inches
- Package Width: 21.5 Inches
- Package Height: 20.75 Inches
HR131VH25PPLSEZ
3100 PSI 2.5 GPM

SPECIFICATIONS

HONDA GCV190 Vertical Engine
Annovi-Revberi SRMW25G28D-EZ-SX Axial Pump
Maximum Performance: 3100 PSI @ 2.5 GPM
Maximum Cleaning Units: 7750 CU
Pro Style Gun with Quick Connect Fittings
25' x 1/4” Hose with M22 Fittings
4 Quick Connect Spray Tips: 0º, 15º, 40º, Soap
4.0L On Board Detergent Tank

DIMENSIONS

- Unit Weight: 65 Pounds
- Unit Length: 35 Inches
- Unit Width: 20.5 Inches
- Unit Height: 39 Inches
- Package Weight: 80 Pounds
- Package Length: 25 Inches
- Package Width: 21.5 Inches
- Package Height: 20.75 Inches
Streetrod rolls in style with an ergonomically enhanced, hand-built chassis reducing vibration and movement under pressure. Sitting on 12x3” wide track tires, wrapped around Powerplay’s signature motorsports style wheel. Uncompromised Honda Power, available Briggs & Stratton and Powerplay’s own 212cc engine, 5.5L integrated Detergent tank and pro accessories are redefining what it means to clean in style.
SPECIFICATIONS

- GC160 Horizontal Engine
- Annovi-Revberri RMV2.2G24 Axial Pump
- Maximum Performance: 2600PSI @ 2.3GPM
- Maximum Cleaning Units: 5980 CU
- Pro Style Gun with M22 Fittings
- 25’x 1/4” Hose with M22 Fittings
- 5 Quick Connect Spray Tips: 0º, 15º, 25º, 40º, Soap
- 5.5L On Board Detergent Tank

DIMENSIONS

- Unit Weight: 75 Pounds
- Unit Length: 29.5 Inches
- Unit Width: 23.5 Inches
- Unit Height: 39 Inches
- Package Weight: 85 Pounds
- Package Length: 24 Inches
- Package Width: 19.75 Inches
- Package Height: 23 Inches
SPECIFICATIONS

Powerplay 212cc Horizontal Engine

Annovi-Reverberi RMV2.2G24 Axial Pump

Maximum Performance: 2800 PSI @ 2.4 GPM

Maximum Cleaning Units: 6270 CU

Pro Style Gun with M22 Fittings

25’ x 1/4” Hose with M22 Fittings

5 Quick Connect Spray Tips: 0º, 15º, 25º, 40º, Soap

5.5L On Board Detergent Tank

DIMENSIONS

• Unit Weight: 75 Pounds
• Unit Length: 29.75 Inches
• Unit Width: 23.5 Inches
• Unit Height: 39 Inches
• Package Weight: 85 Pounds
• Package Length: 24 Inches
• Package Width: 19.75 Inches
• Package Height: 23 Inches

SR228HR24PPLSEZ

2800 PSI 2.4 GPM
SPECIFICATIONS

Powerplay 212cc Horizontal Engine
Anovi-Reverberi RQV25G26-EZ Axial Pump
Maximum Performance: 3000 PSI @ 2.4 GPM
Maximum Cleaning Units: 7200 CU
Pro Style Gun with M22 Fittings
25’x 1/4” Hose with M22 Fittings
5 Quick Connect Spray Tips: 0º, 15º, 25º, 40º, Soap
5.5L On Board Detergent Tank

DIMENSIONS

- Unit Weight: 75 Pounds
- Unit Length: 29.75 Inches
- Unit Width: 23.5 Inches
- Unit Height: 39 Inches
- Package Weight: 85 Pounds
- Package Length: 24 Inches
- Package Width: 19.75 Inches
- Package Height: 23 Inches

SR230HR24PPLSEZ
3000 PSI 2.4 GPM
SPECIFICATIONS

Powerplay 212cc Horizontal Engine
Annovi-Reverberi RMV25G30-EZ Axial Pump
Maximum Performance: 3000 PSI @ 2.5 GPM
Maximum Cleaning Units: 7500 CU
Pro Style Gun with M22 Fittings
25’x 1/4” Hose with M22 Fittings
5 Quick Connect Spray Tips: 0º, 15º, 25º, 40º, Soap
5.5L On Board Detergent Tank

DIMENSIONS

- Unit Weight: 75 Pounds
- Unit Length: 29.5 Inches
- Unit Width: 23.5 Inches
- Unit Height: 39 Inches
- Package Weight: 85 Pounds
- Package Length: 24 Inches
- Package Width: 19.75 Inches
- Package Height: 23 Inches
SPECIFICATIONS
Briggs & Stratton 9.50 Horizontal Engine
Annovi-Reverberi RMV25G30-EZ Axial Pump
Maximum Performance: 3000 PSI @ 2.5 GPM
Maximum Cleaning Units: 7500 CU
Pro Style Gun with M22 Fittings
25’ x 1/4” Hose with M22 Fittings
5 Quick Connect Spray Tips: 0º, 15º, 25º, 40º, Soap
5.5L On Board Detergent Tank

DIMENSIONS
• Unit Weight: 75 Pounds
• Unit Length: 29.5 Inches
• Unit Width: 23.5 Inches
• Unit Height: 39 Inches
• Package Weight: 85 Pounds
• Package Length: 24 Inches
• Package Width: 19.75 Inches
• Package Height: 23 Inches

SR230HB25PPLSEZ
3000 PSI 2.5 GPM
SPECIFICATIONS

Briggs & Stratton 9.50 Horizontal Engine
Annovi-Reverberi RMV25G30-EZ Axial Pump
Maximum Performance: 3200 PSI @ 2.6 GPM
Maximum Cleaning Units: 8320 CU
Pro Style Gun M22 Fittings
25’ x 1/4” Hose with M22 Fittings
5 Quick Connect Spray Tips: 0º, 15º, 25º, 40º, Soap
5.5L On Board Detergent Tank

DIMENSIONS

- Unit Weight: 75 Pounds
- Unit Length: 29.5 Inches
- Unit Width: 23.5 Inches
- Unit Height: 39 Inches
- Package Weight: 85 Pounds
- Package Length: 24 Inches
- Package Width: 19.75 Inches
- Package Height: 23 Inches
SR232HX26PPLSEZ
3200 PSI 2.6 GPM

SPECIFICATIONS

HONDA GX200 Horizontal Engine
Annovi- Reverberi RMV25G30-EZ Axial Pump
Maximum Performance: 3200 PSI @ 2.6 GPM
Maximum Cleaning Units: 8320 CU
Pro Style Gun M22 Fittings
25’ x 1/4” Hose with M22 Fittings
5 Quick Connect Spray Tips: 0º, 15º, 25º, 40º, Soap
5.5L On Board Detergent Tank

DIMENSIONS

• Unit Weight 85 Pounds
• Unit Length 29.5 Inches
• Unit Width 23.5 Inches
• Unit Height 39 Inches
• Package Weight 95 Pounds
• Package Length 24 Inches
• Package Width 19.75 Inches
• Package Height 23 Inches
SPECIFICATIONS

- Powerplay 212cc Horizontal Engine
- Anovi-Reverberi RMV25G30-EZ Axial Pump
- Maximum Performance: 3300PSI @ 2.7GPM
- Maximum Cleaning Units: 8910 CU
- Pro Style Gun with Quick Connect Fittings
- 25’ x 9/32” Hose with Quick Connect Fittings
- 5 Quick Connect Spray Tips: 0º, 15º, 25º, 40º, Soap
- 5.5L On Board Detergent Tank

DIMENSIONS

- Unit Weight: 85 Pounds
- Unit Length: 29.5 Inches
- Unit Width: 23.5 Inches
- Unit Height: 39 Inches
- Package Weight: 95 Pounds
- Package Length: 24 Inches
- Package Width: 19.75 Inches
- Package Height: 23 Inches
SPECIFICATIONS

- Briggs & Stratton 9.50 Engine
- Annovi-Reverberi RMV25630-EZ Axial Pump
- Maximum Performance: 3300 PSI @ 2.7 GPM
- Maximum Cleaning Units: 8910 CU
- Pro Style Gun with Quick Connect Fittings
- 25’x 9/32” Hose with Quick Connect Fittings
- 5 Quick Connect Spray Tips: 0°, 15°, 25°, 40°, Soap
- 5.5L On Board Detergent Tank

DIMENSIONS

- Unit Weight: 85 Pounds
- Unit Length: 29.5 Inches
- Unit Width: 23.5 Inches
- Unit Height: 39 Inches
- Package Weight: 95 Pounds
- Package Length: 24 Inches
- Package Width: 19.75 Inches
- Package Height: 23 Inches

SR233HB27ARNLQC
3300 PSI 2.7 GPM
SPECIFICATIONS

HONDA GX200 Engine

Annovi-Reverberi RMV25G30-EZ Axial Pump

Maximum Performance: 3300 PSI @ 2.7 GPM

Maximum Cleaning Units: 8910 CU

Pro Style Gun with Quick Connect Fittings

25’ x 9/32” Hose with Quick Connect Fittings

5 Quick Connect Spray Tips: 0º, 15º, 25º, 40º, Soap

5.5L On Board Detergent Tank

DIMENSIONS

- Unit Weight: 85 Pounds
- Unit Length: 29.5 Inches
- Unit Width: 23.5 Inches
- Unit Height: 39 Inches
- Package Weight: 95 Pounds
- Package Length: 24 Inches
- Package Width: 19.75 Inches
- Package Height: 23 Inches
**SPECIFICATIONS**

HONDA GX200 Engine

Annovi-Reverberi RCV3G25 Triplex Pump

Maximum Performance: 3300 PSI @ 2.7 GPM

Maximum Cleaning Units: 8910 CU

Pro Style Gun with Quick Connect Fittings

25’x 9/32” Hose with Quick Connect Fittings

5 Quick Connect Spray Tips: 0º, 15º, 25º, 40º, Soap

5.5L On Board Detergent Tank

**DIMENSIONS**

- Unit Weight: 85 Pounds
- Unit Length: 29.5 Inches
- Unit Width: 23.5 Inches
- Unit Height: 39 Inches
- Package Weight: 95 Pounds
- Package Length: 24 Inches
- Package Width: 19.75 Inches
- Package Height: 23 Inches
GAS PRESSURE WASHERS
PSI rules in the hard working world of Heavy Duty Power Washers especially when blasting nasty grease off the tractor or stripping paint. Proving heavy work capable with Honda Engines and Italian Branded High Pressure Pumps, delivering over 4000PSI as you squeeze the trigger. Terrex reigns supreme and is proven ready for any job you throw its way.
SPECIFICATIONS

HONDA GX390 Horizontal Engine
Annovi-Reverberi RSV4G40 Triplex Pump
Maximum Performance: 4000PSI @ 4.5GPM
Maximum Cleaning Units: 18000 CU
Pro Style Gun M22 Fittings
3/8” x 50’ Hose with Quick Connect Fittings
5 Quick Connect Spray Tips: 0º, 15º, 25º, 40º, Soap
Siphon Tube for Soap

DIMENSIONS

- Unit Weight: 135 Pounds
- Unit Length: 34.5 Inches
- Unit Width: 23.5 Inches
- Unit Height: 35.5 Inches
- Package Weight: 150 Pounds
- Package Length: 29.75 Inches
- Package Width: 23.75 Inches
- Package Height: 25.5 Inches
SPECIFICATIONS

HONDA GX390 Horizontal Engine
Annovi-Reverberi RSV4G40 Triplex Pump
Maximum Performance: 4000 PSI @ 4.5 GPM
Maximum Cleaning Units: 18000 CU
Pro Style Gun M22 Fittings
3/8” x 50’ Hose with Quick Connect Fittings
5 Quick Connect Spray Tips: 0º, 15º, 25º, 40º, Soap
Siphon Tube for Soap

DIMENSIONS

• Unit Weight 140 Pounds
• Unit Length 34.5 Inches
• Unit Width 23.5 Inches
• Unit Height 35.5 Inches
• Package Weight 155 Pounds
• Package Length 29.75 Inches
• Package Width 23.75 Inches
• Package Height 25.5 Inches
SPECIFICATIONS

Briggs & Stratton 420 Engine
Annovi-Reverberi RSV4G40 HD Triplex Pump
Maximum Performance: 4200 PSI @ 4.1 GPM
Maximum Cleaning Units: 17220 CU
Pro Style Gun with Quick Connect Fittings
3/8” x 50’ Hose with Quick Connect Fittings
5 Quick Connect Spray Tips: 0º, 15º, 25º, 40º, Soap
Siphon Tube for Soap

DIMENSIONS

• Unit Weight 150 Pounds
• Unit Length 34.5 Inches
• Unit Width 23.5 Inches
• Unit Height 35.5 Inches
• Package Weight 165 Pounds
• Package Length 29.75 Inches
• Package Width 23.75 Inches
• Package Height 25.5 Inches
SPECIFICATIONS

HONDA GX390 Engine
Annovi-Reverberi RRV4G40 HD Triplex Pump
Maximum Performance: 4200 PSI @ 4.1 GPM
Maximum Cleaning Units: 17220 CU
Pro Style Gun with Quick Connect Fittings
3/8” x 50’ Hose with Quick Connect Fittings
5 Quick Connect Spray Tips: 0º, 15º, 25º, 40º, Soap
Siphon Tube for Soap

DIMENSIONS

- Unit Weight: 145 Pounds
- Unit Length: 34.5 Inches
- Unit Width: 23.5 Inches
- Unit Height: 35.5 Inches
- Package Weight: 160 Pounds
- Package Length: 29.75 Inches
- Package Width: 23.75 Inches
- Package Height: 25.5 Inches
COMMERCIAL PRESSURE WASHERS
Stax is the perfect choice for heavy duty commercial users that require long hours of extended use for tough jobs while maintaining a clean and organized set up. Stax is suited for high-volume car washes, industrial & agricultural applications. Offering a simple garage storage solution by stacking chassis on top of each other will allow for multiple gun usage for cleaning projects that demand versatility.
SPECIFICATIONS

Omni Drive 120V 2HP 1800RPM Engine
AR Triplex Pump with Unloader
Maximum Performance: 1500PSI @ 2.1GPM
Maximum Cleaning Units: 3150 CU
Automatic Stop/Start
50’ high Pressure Hose with Swivel to Quick Connect Fittings
Swivel to Quick Connect Fittings on the Hose to Gun
12” Moulded Grip Lance
EZ Pull Trigger Gun
5 Pro Style Spray Tips Included: Soap, 0º, 15º, 25º, 40º
Tip Protector
CSA Approved

DIMENSIONS

- Unit Weight: 100 Pounds
- Unit Length: 24.5 Inches
- Unit Depth: 16 Inches
- Unit Height: 15 Inches
- Package Weight: 110 Pounds
- Package Length: 26 Inches
- Package Width: 22 Inches
- Package Height: 22.5 Inches
**SPECIFICATIONS**

Omni Drive 240V 5HP 1800RPM Engine

AR Triplex Pump with Unloader

Maximum performance: 2000PSI @ 3.6GPM

Maximum Cleaning Units: 7200 CU

Automatic Stop/Start

50’ high Pressure Hose with Swivel to Quick Connect Fittings

Swivel to Quick Connect Fittings on the Hose to Gun

12” Moulded Grip Lance

EZ Pull Trigger Gun

5 Pro Style Spray Tips Included: Soap, 0º, 15º, 25º, 40º

Tip Protector

CSA Approved

**DIMENSIONS**

- **Unit Weight**: 170 Pounds
- **Unit Length**: 24.5 Inches
- **Unit Depth**: 16 Inches
- **Unit Height**: 15 Inches
- **Package Weight**: 180 Pounds
- **Package Length**: 26 Inches
- **Package Width**: 22 Inches
- **Package Height**: 22.5 Inches
Wall Mount industrial electric Power Washers is constructed with the industry’s most technologically advanced components that commercial car washes and detailers require. Integrated Cox hose reels and pro grade steel 3/8” Hose and Swivels that are produced in Switzerland. Each Wall Mount is hand-built by Powerplay’s leading technician in Montreal, Canada and can be customized depending on your performance and space requirements.
SPECIFICATIONS

Omni Drive 120V 2HP 1800RPM Direct Drive Engine
AR Triplex Pump with Unloader
Maximum Performance: 1500PSI @ 2.1GPM
Maximum Cleaning Units: 3150 CU
Automatic Stop/Start
Optional Integrated 50’ or 100’ Hose Reel
Swivel to Quick Connect Fittings on the Hose to Gun
12” Moulded Groop Lance
EZ Pull Trigger Gun
5 Pro Style Spray Tips Included: Soap, 0º, 15º, 25º, 40º
Tip Protector
CSA Approved

DIMENSIONS

• Unit Weight 175 Pounds
• Unit Length 37 Inches
• Unit Width 14 Inches
• Unit Height 17 Inches
• Package Weight 230 Pounds
• Package Length 48 Inches
• Package Width 40 Inches
• Package Height 22.5 Inches

Note **Mounting Brackets are 16” Centres**
SPECIFICATIONS

Omni Drive 220V, 5 HP 1800RPM Direct Drive Engine
AR Triplex Pump with Unloader
Maximum Performance: 2000PSI @ 3.6GPM
Maximum Cleaning Units: 7200 CU
Automatic Stop/Start
Optional Integrated 50’ or 100’ Hose Reel
Swivel to Quick Connect Fittings on the Hose to Gun
12” Moulded Grop Lance
EZ Pull Trigger Gun
5 Pro Style Spray Tips Included: Soap, 0°, 15°, 25°, 40°
Tip Protector
CSA Approved

DIMENSIONS

- Unit Weight: 220 Pounds
- Unit Length: 37 Inches
- Unit Width: 14 Inches
- Unit Height: 17 Inches
- Package Weight: 275 Pounds
- Package Length: 48 Inches
- Package Width: 40 Inches
- Package Height: 22.5 Inches

Note **Mounting Brackets are 16” Centres**